
ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION
 Located in Mesa, Arizona, Fellowship Square-Mesa is home
to over 340 residents and offers Independent Living,
Assisted Living, and Memory Care assistance to help adults
age with dignity and live an active and purposeful life. A
mission-driven organization, the community was founded
by Jon Scott Williams in 1997, who has been the visionary
behind the not-for-profit and its Center of Aging
Excellence. Fellowship Square-Mesa is consistently on the
cutting edge of experimentation with technology. Over the
years it has partnered with various innovative startups and
organizations to design, develop, and implement
accessible technologies to serve older adults.

Fellowship Square-Mesa implemented televëda’s
Empowered Living program to increase senior
participation in their community and boost
happiness levels. After using televëda, an
interactive live streaming program, over 98% of
residents reported positive moods post-class,
with moods improving by over 54%. In just 12
weeks, televëda was able to bring almost 50%
of  isolated residents back into the community,
drastically improving resident engagement and
saving Fellowship Square-Mesa over $1 million
in revenue.

FELLOWSHIP SQUARE-MESA
 

RAISING RESIDENT MOODS USING
LIVE STREAMING TECHNOLOGY

Case Study

Fellowship Square-Mesa is
serious about innovation

and how it can help to meet
the needs of a changing

world. I strongly believe that
spending on technology that

improves residents’ lives
should be viewed as an

investment rather than an
expense.

Jon Scott Williams
 Executive Director, Fellowship

Square-Mesa

“Best 2018 Tribune” for Best Senior Living in Mesa

“Best of Mesa” award for the last six years

“Leading Age Arizona Innovation in Technology” in 2016
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PARTNERING WITH TELEVËDA
 Fellowship Square-Mesa noticed that several of their
assisted living residents decreased their participation in
social activities with age, due to both perceived barriers
and real barriers. These residents were more inclined to
stay in their rooms, rarely attend social events, and barely
interact with their neighbors except during mealtime. A
resident who used to actively socialize and attend most
resident events began to stay away from public
gatherings. When the staff spoke to her, she said she felt
she wasn’t as “smart” as the rest and didn’t want to attend
activities where she felt she was “slowing” down the
group.
 
Another resident said: “There are days when I’m just not
feeling too good to get out of the room and come upstairs
to the activities room. But I know I need to do some form
of exercise to keep myself active and strong.”
 
Despite the need, there was no reliable, convenient, or
economical way to engage these residents. The
community tried to resolve the problem by bringing in
more volunteers and increasing the number of staff one-
on-one room visits. But not only does this add pressure to
the current staff, finding reliable volunteers is difficult and
time consuming, and all solutions would end up raising
healthcare costs.
 
Inactivity and a lack of socialization puts residents at a
serious risk of negative health impacts, and even death.
Therefore, Fellowship Square-Mesa decided to partner
with televëda to re-engage residents and find a way to
provide socialization opportunities to those who are
room-bound. If televëda could inspire the isolated
residents to interact with other residents in either a live
streamed or in-person class, they could change residents'
lives, and save Fellowship Square-Mesa millions.

Real Barriers

Perceived Barriers

Mobility issues

Mild cognitive disabilities

Routine illnesses

Daily exhaustion

Feelings of frailty

Inadequacy in a peer setting

It is absolutely critical to spot signs of isolation and loneliness and
take measurable steps to combat it early, because not only can it
become a serious hazard to one’s mental health but physical health,
too.

Jon Scott Williams
 Executive Director, Fellowship Square-Mesa
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SOLUTION
 To meet its goals, Fellowship Square-Mesa
implemented televëda’s Empowered Living
program: a combination of in-person and
live online socialization classes. Over a 16-
week period, televëda hosted its
Empowered Living classes once a week
onsite at Fellowship Square-Mesa, as well
as broadcasted all classes using their two-
way interactive live streaming platform for
any residents who couldn’t attend
in person.
 
televëda conducted several training and
onboarding sessions to help every resident
become familiar with their technology.
Because the classes are video-based, room-
bound residents could still see, hear, and
speak with all the participants. Part low-
impact exercises, part brain games, the
classes quickly transformed even the most
reluctant residents into believers. Ms.
Bethel Hatch, resident, greatly enjoyed the
brain games portion of the classes: “It’s
different and I love that it challenges my
mind!"

By no means is our platform meant to replace in-person interaction. We just want to
help democratize opportunities for socialization by making it accessible to everyone,
regardless of your abilities.

Shruti Gurudanti
CEO, televëda
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This technology is very easy to use. I was able
to do it all by myself! The days when I am not
feeling well enough to leave my room, I can still
exercise from my room. This has been really
helpful!”

Ms. Evelyn Stillion, 
Resident, 

Fellowship Square-Mesa



RESULTS
 Data was collected before, during, and after implementation of the program. With
televëda’s Empowered Living, residents demonstrated improvements in energy, emotional
wellbeing, social functioning, and mood, as well as formed higher-quality relationships with
each other.

61%+
of the residents at Fellowship
Square-Mesa actively socialized
and participated regularly in the
Empowered Living classes.

45%
of residents at risk of isolation and
loneliness now socialized and
interacted with the community, after
only 12 weeks of classes.

of residents
reported
increased energy.

33%+98%+
of residents
reported
improvement in
moods post-class. 

55%+
of residents
reported an overall
improvement in
general health.

$1.5 million
With previously isolated
residents engaged,
Fellowship increases
resident lifespan and
saves at least $1.5 million
in potentially lost
revenue.

Fellowship Square-Mesa Mood Scores

Using the Wong-Baker Grimace scale,
moods showed improvement during
resident follow-up.

 “At Fellowship, we have implemented a variety of social programs designed to address the
prevalence of isolation. But with technological interventions it is important to further
explore how new forms of connectivity can be leveraged to further improve quality of life,”
emphasized Williams.

This forward-thinking community can be reached by email at
marketingfsqmesa@christiancare.org or by calling (888) 460-2182.
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A TELEVËDA STORY

One Fellowship resident was suffering from severe social anxiety. She was uncomfortable joining the rest of
the community in activities since she was afraid of being seen as "slow" and being disliked. To combat
boredom, she began virtually joining televëda classes from her room. During those classes, she was able to
engage with other members who were participating in the group, and soon everyone was smiling and
waving to each other as they competed during trivia. She made new friends, recognized the kindness of
other residents, and realized she had no reason to stay alone in her room. This resident began attending
the classes in person, and connecting even more with her community.


